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New Records Prove Swimmers Are Not a Fluke

by Larry Rosse

When Albany met Williams in the Berkshire basketball tournament on Sunday afternoon, the Gator players were focused on one thing: beating Williams to stay alive in their quest for a trip to the NCAA tournament. The right before the Danes led by 7-6, Albany jumped out to an 18-10 lead in the first half and put away Williams, 18-10, in the first half.

The fact that they won is not surprising, but what is surprising is the fact that they were able to do it with such ease. The Danes were led by freshman guard Dan Crouler, who scored 12 points and had 11 rebounds.

The Danes now boast an impressive record of 4-1, their best start in two seasons they were not.

The Danes played well in the first half, outscoring the Gators 18-10. In the second half, the Danes continued their strong play, outscoring the Gators 10-2. The Danes were led by Filzpatrick, who scored 12 points and had 7 rebounds.

Williams Upsets Danes in the Berkshire Classic

by Elizabeth Rechen

The Danes were upset by Williams in the Berkshire Classic, 70-60.

The Danes were led by Filzpatrick, who scored 18 points and had 8 rebounds. The Danes were also led by Filzpatrick, who scored 18 points and had 8 rebounds.

The Danes were also led by Filzpatrick, who scored 18 points and had 8 rebounds.

The Danes were also led by Filzpatrick, who scored 18 points and had 8 rebounds.

The Danes were also led by Filzpatrick, who scored 18 points and had 8 rebounds.

The Danes were also led by Filzpatrick, who scored 18 points and had 8 rebounds.

Albany Commonwealth Council Passes '82 City Budget

by Lisa Miranda

The Albany Commonwealth Council passed a budget of $51,200,000 to $57,365,390, as directed by Mayor Erastus Corning.

The new budget includes a 6 percent reduction on the current budget, as well as a flat 6 percent reduction on the sales tax. The new budget also includes a 6 percent reduction on the sales tax.

The new budget also includes a 6 percent reduction on the sales tax.

The new budget also includes a 6 percent reduction on the sales tax.

The new budget also includes a 6 percent reduction on the sales tax.

The new budget also includes a 6 percent reduction on the sales tax.
World Capsules

Coal Could Save Billions

New York, NY (AP) - President Reagan asked for use of coal in energy policy Thursday and the State Department reported that U.S. coal is no longer the world's pricier fuel.

The report by the Department of State was based on a study of world coal prices. It said that U.S. coal is now competitive with other major coal producers and that it is cheaper than oil and gas.

The study found that coal prices have fallen sharply in recent years, due to increased production and improved technology. It also noted that the U.S. has the world's largest coal reserves and that it is a major supplier of coal to other countries.

President Reagan said the coal policy will help reduce the nation's dependence on foreign oil and gas.

In other news:

- The U.S. Department of Transportation announced a deal with Arab states to build a new airport in the United Arab Emirates.
- The United Nations Security Council voted to extend sanctions against Libya for 90 days.
- The European Union agreed to impose sanctions on Iran for its support for terrorism.

Cambodia: "I Feel Happier Now"

PHNOM PENH (AP) - "I feel happier now," said a Cambodian woman who was forced to work as a prostitute during the Khmer Rouge regime. She is one of many Cambodians who have been freed from the sex trade and are now working in factories or small businesses.

"I'm able to support my family now," she said. "Before, I had to work in the streets."

The woman, who is 30 years old, said she was forced to work in a brothel when she was 15 years old. She was escaped and was reunited with her family last year.

Cambodia has one of the world's highest rates of prostitution, with an estimated 300,000 women working in the sex trade. Many of them were forced into the profession by poverty, violence or other factors.

Cambodian officials have been working to combat the trade and have freed thousands of women from the streets.

Student Challenges Ethics of an EOP Request

Use of Tutors Examined

By John Smith

The Albany Student Press

A student at SUNY has challenged the ethics of using tutors for students who are struggling with their coursework.

"I don't think it's fair to use tutors," said the student, who asked not to be named. "They're supposed to be students too, and they're getting paid to help others."

The student said she believed the use of tutors was a form of exploitation and that it was unfair to the students who were doing the tutoring.

The Albany Student Press received a request from the Office of Student Affairs to use tutors for students who are taking courses in the area of environmental science.

"We're trying to help students who are struggling," said a spokesperson for the Office of Student Affairs. "We believe tutors are a good way to do this."

The student challenged the request, saying that it was a violation of the ethical standards of the university and that it was unfair to the students who were doing the tutoring.

"I'm not sure what the point is," said the student. "If they want to help students, they should be doing it for free."

The Office of Student Affairs is currently reviewing the request and will make a decision in the near future.

Bookstore Policies are Questioned

By Frank O'Brien

The Albany Student Press

The student council at SUNY is questioning the policies of the bookstore, which is owned by Mohasco College.

"We believe the bookstore is overcharging for its products," said the student council president. "We want to see some changes."}

The student council has been meeting with representatives of the bookstore to discuss the issue and is working to find a solution.

"We want to make sure the students are getting a fair deal," said the president. "We're not happy with the way things are going now."

The bookstore is owned by Mohasco College, which is a private college in upstate New York.

The student council is a student-run organization that represents the interests of the students at SUNY.

Space Chapters Planned

By John Johnson

The Albany Student Press

A new chapter of the Spaceknights, a student-run organization, is being planned at SUNY.

"We're excited about this," said the chapter president. "It's going to be a great opportunity for our students."}

The Spaceknights is a student-run organization that is dedicated to the study of space and related topics.

The chapter will be formed at SUNY and will be the first of its kind in the state.
Class of 1983 presents
Spring Break
in Daytona Beach

Only $219.00 includes Transportation and Hotel!

March 5-14

Reserve early deposits accepted until Dec. 23

Contact Jennifer Butler or Mala Kessler 7-5030

Come Celebrate a Dutch Quad Holiday

Friday, December 11th
9:30 PM - ?

Dutch U-Lounge
Beer, Punch, Eggnog
Cookies and Munchies

$1.00 w/tax $1.75 w/o tax

Come see SUNYA's own
Dr. Harold Cannon as "Santa"

Funded by Dutch Quad Board — SA Funded

Kris Kringle: Portrait Of A Seasonal Imposter
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BOOKSTORE QUESTIONED

Concerned about birth control...?

Colonic Center winds around like a cluttered dressing room. "I think that's why the lineal the colossal lice at this rush-In, rush-out that is a heartbeat..." Dang urged students to encourage their professors to submit theli research to establish a new "Jewish" magazine, "It's called "Jewish"..."

Only $2.25 General Admission

English Film Classics

ROOM AT THE TOP

The film deans are people from the past who have problems in their own right. "The Submarine is torpedoed! That's Right a new mini version of our submarine is now being offered at the Campus Center Rathskeller Snack Bar.

10% Discount for trying our New Torpedo!

Offer good now! Dec 18. 1 Coupon per order please.

CLIP AND SAVE

THE SHIRT SHOP

115 College Avenue

20% OFF WITH THIS AD

A B.A. is sometimes not enough

The W. Averell Harriman College of Urban and Policy Sciences offers a two year master of science program to prepare students for managerial careers in city, state, and federal government agencies and in non-profit organizations. This program has been in existence for ten years. Our graduates have established careers in budget analysis, transportation, social services, and other areas of the government.

If you are interested in more information, call Marilyn Kessler, The W. Averell Harriman College for Urban and Policy Sciences, SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794.
SOPHOMORES

Applications for the Undergraduate Major in Social Welfare are now available in ULB 66.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Deadline has been extended to February 5, 1982.

ALL APPLICANTS are urged to attend the informational workshop prior to filing out the application.

Monday, Dec. 7, 7:30 pm, SS 131
or
Wednesday, Dec. 9, 3:30 pm, SS 145
INFORMATION: 457-8948

MICHAEL MANLEY

The former Prime Minister of Jamaica is making a limited U.S. tour. He has already spoken at S.Y. U. at Buffalo and Harvard University. Mr. Manley met to hear an independent candidate in the Caribbean. During the administration, diplomatic ties were established with Castro's Cuba. He is a major advocate of Third World administration, diplomatic ties were established with dependent course in the Caribbean. During his ad

SPECIAL FINAL ENDING

GET-A-WAY BUS

SUNYA-PORT AUTHORITY

ONE WAY

Departs: 3:30 Wed. 23
From: Circle
Price: $12.00

Due to final schedule, contact office will be closed check door for special hours!

UCB and WCDB proudly invite you to a

DANCE PARTY

With S.V.T. & The Shirts

Saturday night Dec. 12
Campus Center Ballrooms
Doors open at 7:30 pm
Cash bar available

S.O. P. Let's try to keep it that way

P.S. Let's try to keep it that way

Dear Mel
(The Real One),

He have our ope.
He have our dous.
But most importantly
He have each other

P.S. Let's try to keep it that way

SUNVA Pence Project rebel demonstrators stage draft protest

By Steve Genova

A protest of students and faculty officially affiliated with SUNY Port Authority was held in response to the rising of prices, and the general decrease of the quality of meal in the campus. The protest was conducted by students from the Social Welfare department, who have been actively involved in the Sunva Pence Project, which aims to improve the conditions of the campus dining facilities. The protest was supported by many students who were dissatisfied with the current state of the campus cafeteria.
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We will pay half the current list price for any text book being used Spring Semester

Sell Your Books Now at the Barnes & Noble Bookstore
Mon and Thurs 9:00am - 7:00pm
Tues, Wed and Fri 9:00am - 5:00pm
Sat 11:00am - 3:00pm
TELETHON '82
Invites All Children of Staff and Faculty, and All SUNY Students To Join Us In Our
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS PARTY
Saturday, December 12, 1981
1:00 to 4:00pm
Assembly Hall

THIS IS THE LAST CHANCE TO PLACE YOUR ENTRIES INTO THE SA USED BOOK MANUAL
Submit your entries to:
CONTACT OFFICE until Tuesday, December 18
Your first entry costs only 50 cents and additional entries only 5 cents each.
For Information Call 7-8087
S.A. will compile your entries by department and will publish and distribute the books you are selling with your phone number for all to see!!!

ZODIAC NEWS

December 11, 1981

Submit you, entries to: "THE CONTACT OFFICE" BOOK MAJORITY

PARTY TIME!

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

A story told for the one who enjoys dreaming about the holidays.

Would you like to spend the FALL SEMESTER IN JERUSALEM?

The Jacob Blatt Institute in Israel

Would you like to spend the FALL SEMESTER IN JERUSALEM?

OPEN AUDITIONS
for Dutch Quad's Production of "OLIVER"

Saturday, January 30th at 11 AM
Dutch Quad's Game Room
(off the U-Lounge)
Come As You Are
(No preparation needed)

For more information call Kevin at 7-7747
Production date - Weekend of March 26 & 27
Central Council States Its Case

As members of SUNY Central Council, we believe strongly that the minimum wage issue is of great importance to our student body. We have heard many arguments in favor of raising the minimum wage, and we have heard many arguments against raising the minimum wage. It is our belief that raising the minimum wage is the best way to ensure that all students are treated fairly and that all students are treated with dignity.

We believe that the current minimum wage is not enough to support a person living in this country. We believe that the current minimum wage does not provide enough income to pay for basic necessities, such as housing, food, and healthcare. We believe that the current minimum wage does not provide enough income to live a comfortable life.

We also believe that the current minimum wage does not provide enough income to pay for education. We believe that the current minimum wage does not provide enough income to pay for tuition, fees, and books. We believe that the current minimum wage does not provide enough income to pay for room and board.

In conclusion, we believe that raising the minimum wage is the best way to ensure that all students are treated fairly and that all students are treated with dignity. We believe that raising the minimum wage is the best way to ensure that all students are treated with respect and that all students are treated with dignity.
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**Playing guessing games with Duke and Dreyfuss**

A new Duke-Dreyfuss team will attempt to unmask a new mystery man in Dark Business, a sequel to the hit film "Murder by Death." Directed by Stanley Donen, the film stars the duo as two detectives who are trying to solve a case involving a series of murders. The mystery deepens as they uncover the connection between the victims and a powerful corporation that is behind the killings.

On the other side of the country, John Badham is also trying to solve a mystery of sorts. His new film, Ragtime, is a横行 Thanks for [His/Her/Its] Grandmother, with plans to release on December 15. The movie is about a young boy in the face of his difficult relationship with his grandmother. Badham is already known for his ability to direct hard-hitting dramas, and this film is expected to be no exception.

**Pennies From Heaven**

The musical comedy Pennies From Heaven is set to open on its own opening day. The film stars Steve Martin, Bernadette Peters, and Al Pacino, and is based on the Broadway musical of the same name. With its dark musical comedy elements, Pennies From Heaven is expected to be a hit with audiences looking for a good laugh.

**Christmas**

Christmas is a holiday classic that is sure to be talked about for years to come. The movie stars Bette Davis, James Cagney, and John Wayne, and is directed by John Ford. The story of a family coming together during the holiday season is both heartwarming and heartwrenching.

**Age Before Beauty**

Age Before Beauty is a film that explores the idea of beauty and aging. The movie stars Meryl Streep and Jack Nicholson, and is directed by Sydney Pollack. The film is a drama about a woman who is forced to confront the reality of her aging and her identity as she tries to maintain her sense of self in a world that values youth and beauty above all else.

**Ragtime**

Ragtime, directed by John Badham, is already out. The film is a drama about the 19th century, and is set against the backdrop of the Civil War. It stars Robert Redford, who is in talks to be considered for an Oscar for his performance in the film. The movie is expected to be a major box office hit.

**Centerfold**

Centerfold is a film that explores the world of the gentlemen's club. The movie stars Robert De Niro and Bruce Willis, and is directed by Michael Mann. The film is a drama about the inner workings of a strip club, and is expected to be a harsh look at the dark side of the entertainment industry.
Aspects' Consumer Guide

Pass: Best of Blondie

Tina W START | The rhythm performs with the energy of a young girl, and this is the perfect moment to dance to. The music is simple, the beat is catchy, and the lyrics are fun.

Fail: Greg Lake

Greg Lake - "Caravan" | This song is a bit too slow for my taste. The melody is nice, but the lyrics are a bit too sentimental for me. I prefer faster-paced music that gets me moving.

Great Scott

Great Scott - "I Want to Break Free!" | This song is a great addition to my collection. The melody is catchy, the lyrics are fun, and the overall feel is just right for a sunset drive.

Pass: Best of Blondie

Best of Blondie - "Walking in the Sand" | This song is a bit too slow for my taste. The melody is nice, but the lyrics are a bit too sentimental for me. I prefer faster-paced music that gets me moving.

Fail: Greg Lake

Greg Lake - "Caravan" | This song is a bit too slow for my taste. The melody is nice, but the lyrics are a bit too sentimental for me. I prefer faster-paced music that gets me moving.

Heart of Glass

Cooper & Lybrand

Cooper & Lybrand - "Heart of Glass" | This is a great song. The melody is catchy, the lyrics are fun, and the overall feel is just right for a sunset drive.

Ladies Of Spain

The United States Tours presents

Ladies of Spain

Andrew Carroll

The United States Tours presents

Heart of Glass

Cooper & Lybrand

A great, fast-paced album that will keep you on your feet at all times. The melodies are catchy, the lyrics are fun, and the overall feel is just right for a sunset drive.

Heart of Glass

Cooper & Lybrand - "Heart of Glass" | This is a great song. The melody is catchy, the lyrics are fun, and the overall feel is just right for a sunset drive.

Heart of Glass

Cooper & Lybrand - "Heart of Glass" | This is a great song. The melody is catchy, the lyrics are fun, and the overall feel is just right for a sunset drive.
“Tainted Love” concert entitled, “National Electronic Music Concert II” on Tuesday, December 15, at 8 p.m. in Recital Hall.

The Cars, Id CioCo’s “I (ran/Stone-’s Walk Under Ladders” and “Istunlnls in the Ritual of the Top” will all-original experimental music of Mi’.

This Is Radio Clash” of Mi” “Darkest Condition.

Recital Hall

Gemini Jazz Cafe
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Happy Birthday to my favorite

Dear Ellen,

Peanut-peanut butter Muffy,

Tusk,

David and Steven, Michael Morgan,

joy, friendship and love. Con­

Cheryl,

P.S. I'd better wish you, Jackie, luck

Call

sense?) Thank you for putting up

Dear Honeys,

semester on Indian!

"M and P,"

Careful)

Thank you all very much. You're all

MIkes'?

Love, Judie

Love, Joe

a million.

It's gonna be a good one torus. And

enough. And I can't, think of anyone

and sad and zany and touching and

what I mean? It's been wonderful

Thanks for everything. It's been a

smile, etc.

MIkes's?

Good luck, kids.

Love you both, Alvin

Love. Michelle

Love, Marie

Love, Tina

Love, Bill

Love, Edith and Lola

P.S. What do you say we go graD

Happy Holidays! I think of you. your

You Dirty Dogll

Heavy

you'd be in it.

relationship continues to grow.

Dear Max.

Thank you for being you! I'll miss

don't you dare show up in the

Bon courage el amuses-toi b'en en

P.S. Cha. don't touch anything In

Ayyyyyyy, yeeessss and Happy

December 11, 1981

P.S. That goes tor
December 11, 1981
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Jack Ruby

In a joint front-page story, the Post was first to report the sensational news that President Kennedy's assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald, had been shot in the back by a man who was identified as Jack Ruby. The story, published in an edition that was rushed to press just hours after the shooting, raised the question of whether Ruby had been a member of the Mafia.

...as the story continued:

Theme Song Auditions

Telethon '82 invites all children of staff and faculty to join us for round, full-tilt fun from now until December 24.

Theme Song Auditions

To perform theme song for Telethon '82 will take place on Feb. 3, 1982.

The Theme is:
A Celebration of Youth

Make audition appointments now!

Call Dave 457-5020 or Mark 436-1969

Theme Song Auditions

At Le Chocolatier, we have more scrumptious chocolate than your heart could possibly imagine. Take Godiva chocolate for instance. One creamy bite and suddenly your floating over fairy castles for away.

Now, if you're feeling this way, Le Chocolatier would like to tempt the chocolate lover in you one bit further. From now until December 24, if you buy $14 or more of Godiva chocolates or candies, Le Chocolatier will happily give you a $5 free. That's right free. So understand, please. We don't mean to drive you crazy with this offer.

It's Godiva who does.

Le Chocolatier

...as the story concluded. 

Semi-Formal Attire

For tickets contact 482-8611 or 466-3333.

Le Chocolatier

Semi-Formal Attire is a great way to dress in celebration of the holiday season. The attire can be something as simple as a cocktail dress or something more elaborate. The key is to choose something that you feel confident in and that fits the occasion.

Le Chocolatier

...as the story concluded.
Our pizza is food for thought during Finals

8 cut thin $4.50  
12 cut thick $6.00  
8 cut thick $5.25  
24 cut thick $11

Please add 7% sales tax  
Extra toppings available  
50¢ on 8, 12 cut $1.00 on 24 cut

Toppings

- Pepperoni  
- Extra Cheese  
- Anchovies  
- Sausage  
- Olives  
- Onions  
- Mushrooms  
- Garlic  
- Peppers

Hours

Sun - Thurs 4-12 pm  
Fri - Sat 4-1 am

Free delivery to Sunya

---

Who will be Natl Champs?

By Sharon Cole

The Albany Baby isn't sure  
who will be Natl Champs.

RPI edges out men swimmers

Effective February 1

University LD. will be required  
for main gym use weekdays

After 5:30 pm and on weekends

Dear Nantz,

It's been great only wish it could have been longer. There will be an emptiness that no one can fill. Without you, 10 pounds of popcorn will be hard to finish in one week, and hangovers will be hard to find on those long sleepless nights.

All we can say is Good Luck to Holiday Inn International (they'll need it more than you).

We wish you ALL THE BEST!

We Love You  —Wendy, Mary, Donna, Debbie & Carol

---

Sunya Jazz Ensemble

Presenting the Music of

Duke Ellington  
Chick Corea  
Count Basie  
Mel Lewis

The Eighteen Piece Ensemble You Must Experience

All under the direction of Ray Ketig

91FM News

Interviews with

The Professors

Dr. Alan Chertok, Dept. of RCO  
Columnist, Radio Commentator and Political Analyst

SUNDAY

6:30 PM

Good luck on your Finals Weekend

Rathskeller Pub

Sunya  
Jazz Ensemble

Good luck on your Finals Weekend

<

---

SUNY Sleeping Bag Discount

An additional 15% discount off all merchandise at THE SLEEPING BAG FACTORY OUTLET when presented by SUNY students with proper identification anytime between December 4th and December 19th.

Included are:

- Three backpacks at $35 (was $50)
- Two sleeping bags at $60 (was $80)
- Sleeping bag cover for $15 (was $20)
- Slumber bags for $20 (was $25)
- Frame backpacks at $35 (less 15%)
- Slumber bags from $22 to $25 (less 15%)
- Strawberry Shortcake, Zlggy, Space Shuttle, Life Savers, McDonald's Team bags/bookbags for many major league baseball and collegiate teams

Open weekdays noon till 8 PM - Saturdays and Sundays noon till 5 PM

The Sleeping Bag Factory Outlet

165 Wolf Road - Albany
(across from McDonald's)
Women Swimmers Display Ability

Women swimmers displayed their ability on Friday night as the Albany State University women's swimming and diving team defeated Russell Sage in the annual meet.

The meet was held at the College Street Aquatic Center and featured a head-to-head match between the two teams. The women's team emerged victorious, showcasing their skills in various events.

The meet included a variety of races and events, each requiring different swimming techniques and strategies. The swimmers demonstrated agility, strength, and endurance, as they competed against each other for victory.

Swimmers from both teams showed determination and sportsmanship throughout the competition. The meet not only highlighted the athletes' talents but also the unity and camaraderie among the swimmers.

This meet marked a significant milestone in the swim season, setting the stage for upcoming competitions and events. It was an opportunity for the swimmers to test their abilities and prepare for future challenges.

In conclusion, the Albany State University women's swimming team's performance during the meet against Russell Sage demonstrated their dedication and skill, setting a positive tone for the remainder of the season.
Women Cagers Storm Past Physical New Paltz

By Les Carter

Prepared to fight, New Paltz found itself in a hole from the start. Albany, led by four starters scoring in double figures, rolled into Albany's Hilton Hotel, all but one working in the New Paltz area. "They had us run up for their lack of skill by making cheaper plays. We were working on two points each, but we were looking for the easy points," said Albany coach Amy Kidder.

The Danes held a 22-18 lead in the first half, led by a 17-5 run in the first eight minutes. Albany was up by nine to start the second half, and New Paltz could never catch up. "We were working on two points each, but we were looking for the easy points," said Kidder.

Great Dane Sports

This Week

Men's Basketball: 12/12 vs. LIU-Post, 7:00 p.m.

Women's Basketball: 12/12 vs. LIU-Post, 8:00 p.m.

Danes Use Defense to Shuffle the Cards, 61-40

Gatto's 15 Leads Scorers
Second Win in Conference

By Bill Parker

Playing a strong game in the Albany women's basketball game on Wednesday night, the Danes scored off the final five of eight Danes' defensive boards, many of which pulled down 15 offensive rebounds.

Coach Norm Law's team dominated the game throughout the first 30 minutes, leading 51-29 at halftime.

At the end of the first period, the Danes grabbed the first lead of the game, 17-14. Albany coach Amy Kidder had been having a tough time against the New Paltz defense, using our one press and man-to-man defense, spearheaded by Wunderlich and Nancy Halloran.

Wunderlich and Halloran led the way with 12 points each, followed by Nancy Halloran's eight points. Albany's Hilton Hotel won the first overall lead, 17-14. Albany coach Amy Kidder had been having a tough time against the New Paltz defense, using our one press and man-to-man defense, spearheaded by Wunderlich and Nancy Halloran.

The Danes' defense dominated the game throughout the first 30 minutes, leading 51-29 at halftime.

At the end of the first period, the Danes grabbed the first lead of the game, 17-14. Albany coach Amy Kidder had been having a tough time against the New Paltz defense, using our one press and man-to-man defense, spearheaded by Wunderlich and Nancy Halloran.

Wunderlich and Halloran led the way with 12 points each, followed by Nancy Halloran's eight points. Albany's Hilton Hotel won the first overall lead, 17-14. Albany coach Amy Kidder had been having a tough time against the New Paltz defense, using our one press and man-to-man defense, spearheaded by Wunderlich and Nancy Halloran.

The Danes' defense dominated the game throughout the first 30 minutes, leading 51-29 at halftime.